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Abstract. Automated segmentation for paraspinal muscles on axial lumbar MRIs of varied spinal levels is clinically demanded. However, it
is challenging and there is no reported success due to the large interand intra-organ variations, unclear muscle boundaries and unpredictable
muscle degeneration patterns. In this paper, we propose a novel explicit
saliency-aware learning framework (BS-ESNet) for fine segmentation of
multiple paraspinal muscles and other major components at varied spinal
levels across the full lumbar spine. BS-ESNet is designed to first detect
the location of each organ in forms of bounding box (b-box); then performs accurately segmentation which utilizes detected b-boxes to enable
spatial saliency awareness. BS-ESNet creatively conducts detection upon
a preliminary segmentation mask instead of input MRI, which eliminates the influence of inter-organ variations and is robust against unclear muscle boundaries. Such segment-then-detect workflow also provides a paradigm to formulate multi-organ detection in an end-to-end
trainable process. Our framework also embeds an elaborate spatial attention gate which adopts detection b-boxes to obtain a saliency activation map in an explicitly supervised manner. Acquired salient attention
map can automatically correct and enhance segmentation features, and
further guides the adaptation of variable precise anatomical structures.
The method is validated on a challenging dataset of 320 MRIs. Evaluation results demonstrate that our BS-ESNet achieves high segmentation
performance with mean Dice score of 0.94 and outperforms other stateof-the-art frameworks.

1 Introduction
Paraspinal muscles segmentation on axial spine magnetic resonance images (MRIs)
targets at bilateral multifidus, erector spinae, and psoas major, as well as the
disc, canal, and lamina (9 organs in total) simultaneously. Accurate paraspinal
⋆
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muscles segmentation is important in spine research, and is also clinically demanded. For instance, the cross-sectional area and fat percentage (pixels exceeding a threshold which are regarded as fat tissues, relative to the total pixels within
a muscle) are crucial indicators to muscle degeneration [12], which can further
assist clinicians in medical and surgical treatment guidance, and pre-operative
assessment of various lumbar spinal diseases [9].

Fig. 1. Challenges of paraspinal muscles segmentation on axial lumbar spine MRI.
(a) demonstrates variations in shape and size among 9 targeted organs, as well as
variations across different spinal level. (b) shows muscle degeneration (atrophy and
fatty infiltration) introduces remarkable variations. (c) shows the unclear boundary
between muscles. (d) illustrates the uninterested quadratus lumborum.

However, segmentation of paraspinal muscles at varied spinal levels simultaneously is challenging because: (1) The 9 targeted organs vary remarkably with
each other in the shape and size. Morphology of each paraspinal muscle also
changes considerably across different spinal levels (Fig. 1a); (2) Variations in
muscle degeneration may affect the morphology and signal intensity of a muscle
in an unpredictable manner (Fig. 1b). (3) A clear boundary between the multifidus and erector spinae is often absent (Fig. 1c); (4) Quadratus lumborum, a
small muscle immediately adjacent to erector spinae, is not a research interest
but may present on some MRIs at the upper lumbar spinal levels, leading to
anatomical variations (Fig. 1d).
While automatic analysis on sagittal spine MRI has achieved vertebrae and
disc segmentation [5, 16] and quantification [4, 8], as well as spinal disease identification [3], axial spine MRI is less studied. There is no reported success to
achieve paraspinal muscles segmentation at varied spine levels, although some
similar methods [1, 6, 15] have been proposed to segment an individual muscle
or at fixed spine level. While Engstrom et al. [1] used statistical shape model
to segment only the quadratus lumborum on axial MRI at fixed L3/4 intervertebral spine level. Xia et al. [15] used U-Net and conditional random fields
to segment paraspinal muscles at merely lower lumbar region. However, these
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methods cannot be directly generalized to segment multiple muscles at varied
spine levels, as they pay equal attention to each pixel during the pixel-wise dense
classification, resulting in a poor discriminative ability against large inter-organ
variations. Roth et al. [10] proposed aggregation of two holistically-nested convolutional networks (HNNs) for pancreas localization and segmentation, with
the first HNN conducts bounding box (b-box) localization and the second HNN
performs segmentation inside the b-box, thus could restrict segmentation error
in the b-box. However, such framework was based on segmentation for one single
organ, generalization of such method to multiple targeted muscles on axial spine
MRI may lead to excessive computational expenses.
Attention mechanism has great potential since it can guide the learning architecture focusing on target regions, which has been well recognized to promote
generalization ability against large inter-organ variations [11, 13, 14]. Wang et
al. [14] proposed nonlocal, a self-attention operation to capture internal dependencies of features in a convolutional neural network (CNN). Schlemper et al. [11]
proposed attention gate, through which low-level localized features are filtered
by semantic features to leverage salient regions. However, such self-attention
methods are not explicitly trained and supervised to focus on target regions,
which limits their effect in segmentation and often overconsume computational
expenses.

Input MRI

Boundary sensitive network (BSN) for end-to-end
detection (Sect. 2.1, Fig. 3)
Preliminary Mask
Generation

Boundary Sensitive
Allocation Module

Encoder
Hierarchical Features

Spatial Attention Gate
Feature Enhancement

Detection output
Segmentation output

Decoder
Mask Generation

Explicit saliency-aware network (ESNet) for fine segmentation (Sect. 2.2, Fig. 4)

Fig. 2. The framework of BS-ESNet. It consists of a Boundary Sensitive Network (BSN)
for end-to-end multi-organ detection, and an Explicit Saliency-Aware Network (ESNet)
for fine segmentation, which embeds an elaborately designed spatial attention gate to
enhance segmentation features by detections from BSN.

In this paper, we propose an explicit saliency-aware learning framework (BSESNet, Fig. 2) for segmentation of paraspinal muscles at varied spine levels. we
first develop a boundary sensitive network (BSN) to detect paraspinal muscles
and other spinal components. BSN creatively performs detection upon a preliminary segmentation mask instead of original input MRI, which eliminates the
influence of inter- and intra-organ variations and deals with the unclear boundary and quadratus lumborum challenge. Then, explicit saliency-aware network
(ESNet) is proposed to segment fine boundaries for targeted organs. ESNet embeds an elaborate spatial attention gate (SAG) to utilize BSN detected b-boxes
as the attention query to obtain a spatial saliency activation map, which guides
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ESNet focusing on organ relevant regions and deals with the morphology and
degeneration variation challenge.
Our work has the following contributions: (1) For the first time, segmentation
of the multiple paraspinal muscles and other major spinal components on axial
lumbar MRIs simultaneously at both upper and lower spinal levels is achieved;
(2) Our boundary sensitive network provides a novel segment-then-detect workflow, which is robust to unclear organ boundaries and can further simplify multiorgan detection as an end-to-end trainable process. (3) Our explicit saliencyaware network provides an elaborately designed architecture which can utilize
detection b-boxes to automatically correct and enhance segmentation features
in an explicitly supervised manner, and facilitates the adaptation of variable
precise anatomical structures.

2 Methodology
BS-ESNet (Fig. 2) is composed of two parallel networks: (1) Boundary sensitive network (BSN, Sect. 2.1, Fig. 3) performs multi-organ detection upon
preliminary segmentation masks, which enable robustness against unclear organ
boundaries and simplifies detection task as an end-to-end trainable process. BSN
separately allocates each organ’s mask to a corresponding detector to promote
detection accuracy and avoid the false positive and false negative in anchorproposal based detection methods. (2) Explicit saliency-aware network (ESNet,
Sect. 2.2, Fig. 4) is a segmentation network and embeds our newly proposed spatial attention gate (SAG), which adopts detected b-boxes from BSN to automatically correct and enhance segmentation features and thus, guide the adaptation
of variable anatomical structures. Altogether, our proposed BS-ESNet performs
end-to-end multi-organ detection and fine segmentation in a one-shot workflow.
2.1 Boundary Sensitive Network (BSN) for End-to-end Detection
BSN (Fig. 3) performs multi-organ detection in an end-to-end trainable process
and handles the unclear boundaries and the presence of quadratus lumborum
challenge through two carefully designed cascade modules:
The preliminary mask generator (Fig. 3a) shares encoder with ESNet
(Sect. 2.2) and is trained to generate a down-sampled preliminary segmentation
mask. As the spatial size of preliminary mask would determine lower bound of
subsequent detection error, the generator is designed to output 14 down-sampled
mask with respect to the original size of MRI, to ensure a considerable detection
accuracy and take less computational resources as well.
The boundary sensitive allocation module (Fig. 3b) splits the preliminary
mask to N (number of targeted organs) binary masks, each mask corresponds to
a target organ and is then allocated to a separate boundary sensitive detector.
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Boundary sensitivee network (BSN) for end-to-end dete
detection, as introduced in Sect. 2.1
(b) Boundary sensitive allocation module
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Fig. 3. Boundary sensitive network (BSN). (a) is trained to generate a preliminary
segmentation mask, upon which (b) performs multi-organ detection by allocating each
organ’s mask to the corresponding detector, thus avoids false positive and false negative
as in anchor proposal methods. Coordinates feature map is concatenated into each detector to promote spatial sensitivity. BSN provides a novel segment-then-detect workflow, which is robust against unclear organ boundaries and can simplify multi-organ
detection as an end-to-end trainable process.

Each detector is a lightweight CNN, with only two convolutional layers and
two fully connected layers to directly regress a 4-dimension b-box. Normalized
pixel coordinates features are also fed to each detector to enhance its spatial
sensitivity, as inspired by the CoordConv operator [7]. N parallel organ detectors
together achieves detection for all targeted organs.
Summarized advantages: (1) Our BSN provides a novel segment-then-detect
paradigm to formulate multi-organ detection as an end-to-end trainable process,
which gets rid of the complicated anchor-proposal workflow. (2) As BSN embeds
parallel detectors and each is responsible for detection of one particular organ,
such delicate design avoids false positive and false negative as in anchor proposal
based methods.
2.2 Explicit Saliency-Aware Network (ESNet) for fine segmentation
ESNet (Fig. 4) performs fine segmentation through U-Net-like encoder-decoder
architecture and skip connection (Fig. 4a (1-2)), and our elaborate spatial attention gate (SAG), which utilizes detected b-boxes from BSN (Sect. 2.1) to guide
the adaptation of variable precise anatomical structures. A delicate multi-task
cross strategy is proposed to obtain higher detection and segmentation accuracy.
Spatial attention gate (SAG). SAG (Fig. 4b) propagates BSN detected bboxes into a set of binary feature maps QN aligned to each organ, and takes
QN as the explicit attention query. Meanwhile, SAG introduces an additional
supervision to generate another preliminary mask xN
h×w from the semantic feaN
tures xC
,
and
takes
x
as
the
aligned
attention
key. We designed a cascade
h×w
h×w
of element-wise multiplication and addition to filter out wrong semantics and
enhance organ relevant regions, then a 1 × 1 convolution layer to compress its
channel dimension, and finally a Sigmoid function to obtain the salient activation
map α, which guides the decoder to focus on organ relevant salient regions.
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Explicit saliency-aware network (ESNet) for fine segmentation, as introduced in Sect. 2.2
(b) Spatial attention gate (SAG)
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• SAG propogates detected b-boxes as the explicit
attention query, and is trained to generate a downN
sampled mask xhuw as the aligned attention key.
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Input MRI

(a2) Mask generation
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• It finally obtains a salient activation map D to correct
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decoder conserving precise anatomical structure.

(c) Without SAG

Fig. 4. The explicit saliency-aware network (ESNet). It adopts U-Net-like architecture
(a1-a2, the skip connection is omitted in this figure for visual simplicity), and embeds
our elaborate SAG (b). Element-wise multiply and addition between the attention
query and key are calculated to filter out wrong semantics and enhance organ relevant
regions. Then a Sigmoid function as activation gate is applied to obtain the spatial
activation map to guide the decoder focusing on salient regions and acquiring precise
segmentation boundaries (a2), as compared with (c) which is from the same encoderdecoder without SAG module.

Multi-task Asynchronous Training Strategy is adopted to ensure SAG
being robust to b-boxes with various deviations and simultaneously balance different convergence rate between detection and segmentation tasks. During the
training process, BSN and ESNet are simultaneously optimized for the first 10
epochs. Then BSN is trained for 1 epoch each time after ESNet have been trained
for 9 epochs. Such training cycle is repeated till a fine segmentation result is acquired. Finally, BSN is independently optimized to obtain better detection performance. We also introduce deep-supervision in the decoder to compel features
to be semantically discriminative at each level.
Summarized advantages: (1) Our elaborate designed SAG module provides
a paradigm which can utilize detection b-boxes to automatically correct and
enhance segmentation features in an explicitly supervised manner. (2) A delicate
multi-task asynchronous training strategy is proposed to balance convergence
rate between detection and segmentation task, and leads to stronger robustness
and higher generalization ability.

3 Experiments and Results
Experiment Setup. Lumbar spine MRIs of 150 subjects are randomly selected
from a population-based database. The dataset studied includes 320 axial lumbar
MRIs at both upper and lower lumbar levels. Specifically, there are 80 T2W
axial MRIs at L2/3 level, 60 L3/4 MRIs, 100 L4/5 MRIs, and 80 L5/S1 MRIs.
Each MRI was manually segmented for the 9 targeted organs by an orthopedic
resident and then adjusted by a senior spine surgeon. Detection labels were
directly generated from each segmentation mask. BS-ESNet takes 2D single slice
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MRI at arbitrary spine level as input and generates corresponding detection
and segmentation mask. The framework was trained on single 11Gb GPU for
200 epochs. Pixel-wise cross-entropy loss is adopted to train ESNet and the
preliminary segmentation in BSN, and the combination of smooth L1 loss and
mean square error loss is used to optimize bbox regression in BSN. Standard
five-fold cross-validation was performed for evaluation. Metrics of Intersectionover-union (IoU) was used to evaluate detection accuracy and dice coefficient
(Dice) for the evaluation of segmentation performance.
High Performance with respect to the Ground Truth. The last column in
Fig. 5 visually presents segmentation results of each targeted muscle and spinal
component from BS-ESNet. The 5th and the last row in Table. 1 demonstrates
that BS-ESNet achieves high segmentation and detection accuracy for each targeted muscle and spinal component, with a mean DICE of 94.4% and mean IoU
of 77.8%. The detection accuracy of BSN is limited by the preliminary segmentation errors, however, such detection is effective for promoting final segmentation
performance as demonstrated in the ablation experiments. In addition, our delicate design in BSN avoids false positive and false negative as in anchor proposal
detection methods, and achieves 100% detection precision and recall.
Table 1. Quantitative evaluations of the BS-ESNet framework

DICE (%)
U-Net(baseline)

Disc
96.7
±4.8
Without SAG
97.0
±3.5
Without deep97.3
supervision
±2.5
BS-ESNet
97.5
(proposed)
±1.8
Mask RCNN
94.3
±2.2
Non-local U-Net
96.9
±2.0
Attention U-Net
96.8
±5.3
Detection IoU (%) 82.5

Canal
91.7
±8.9
91.2
±9.4
93.1
±5.6
93.8
±3.5
79.0
±4.5
92.1
±6.5
92.6
±7.1
73.1

Lamina
89.7
±5.5
89.7
±5.3
90.1
±4.6
90.4
±4.6
80.4
±4.8
89.0
±5.1
90.4
±5.2
81.7

Psoas
Left Right
93.3 93.9
±8.0 ±7.6
93.9 93.9
±6.4 ±6.9
93.6 94.6
±7.3 ±4.2
94.8 95.2
±4.0 ±3.2
89.8 88.5
±3.5 ±12
93.5 93.9
±5.2 ±4.3
94.0 93.6
±6.8 ±7.0
74.8 76.7

Miltifidus
Left Right
93.8 94.3
±4.2 ±3.7
94.3 94.6
±3.5 ±3.3
94.2 95.0
±3.9 ±2.6
94.4 94.9
±3.5 ±3.0
90.7 91.4
±4.5 ±3.0
92.8 93.4
±4.6 ±4.0
93.9 94.5
±4.7 ±4.0
75.3 78.2

Erector
Left Right
93.5 93.5
±4.7 ±4.5
93.6 93.5
±4.2 ±4.5
94.0 93.9
±3.9 ±4.2
94.4 94.4
±3.4 ±3.4
91.8 91.6
±3.6 ±3.7
92.9 93.0
±4.2 ±3.9
93.7 93.6
±4.4 ±4.5
77.5 80.0

Ablation Experiments was conducted to validate the effectiveness of SAG
module by comparing BS-ESNet with (1) baseline U-Net, (2) BS-U-Net (BSESNet without SAG module), and (3) BS-ESNet without deep-supervision. Segmentation improvement of BS-ESNet comes from the elaborate SAG module,
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as BS-ESNet without SAG merely obtains a similar result with baseline U-Net,
which is inferior to BS-ESNet without deep-supervision (row 2-5, Table. 1).
Deep-supervision further promotes segmentation results(row 4-5, Table. 1).
Comparison with the State-of-the-Art. Our approach is compared with two
self-attention based methods in [11, 14], and an instance segmentation methods,
Mask-RCNN [2]. Our BS-ESNet achieves the best segmentation performance, as
compared with other methods (Table. 1).

Fig. 5. Visual superiority of the proposed BS-ESNet in segmentation of the paraspinal
muscles on T2W axial lumbar spine MRIs.

Visual Superiority. Fig. 5 demonstrates the visual advantages of segmentation
for the BS-ESNet. Case 1 is an axial L3/4 MRI on which the boundaries between
bilateral multifidus and erector spinae are difficult to identify. With the help of
BSN and SAG module, our method can better depict the appearance of each
muscle. Case 2 is the L5/S1 MRI of a 70-years-old woman and case 3 is the
L4/L5 MRI of a 72-years-old man. Severe muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration
present on both images which introduce remarkable variations in the shape and
signal of paraspinal muscles, and puzzled other methods. As our SAG module
could guide the mask decoder focusing on organ relevant salient regions, the
achieved performance is as good as that of manual segmentation.

4 Conclusion
For the first time, this paper proposed an explicit saliency-aware learning framework for segmentation of the paraspinal muscles on axial lumbar MRIs at multi-
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ple lumbar spinal levels. The proposed BS-ESNet consists of two novel modules:
a lightweight subnetwork (BSN) for multi-organ detection which is end-to-end
trainable, and a segmentation network (ESNet) which embeds detections from
BSN to correct and enhance segmentation features and further guide the adaptation of precise anatomical structures. The BSN is highly robust to unclear
muscle boundaries, and acquired detections can further be utilized to promote
segmentation results. The performance and effectiveness are validated in extensive experiments. The results revealed that our proposed BS-ESNet is reliable
and accurate, and outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, suggesting it can
be generalized in epidemiological studies of the lumbar spine.
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